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Informzrtion Services
E. GARFIELD, M. KOENIG, AND T. DIRENZO

Absrract– The Institute for Scientific Information” (lS1°) is a multi-
national corporation that provides a wide variety of information ser-

vices to scientists and librarians throughout the world. Included are the

Science Citation Index@, Current Contents@, and others which depend

on sophisticated computer processing for timely production. This

paper describes how certain information elements are extracted from
each journal article and processed through the ISI system. Examples
are given of how recent computer technology has been applied to keep
1S1 services cost-effective as well as to improve their quality.
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HE Institute for Scientific Information@ (IS1@) is a mul-
tinational corporation that provides a wide variety of

information services to scientists and librarians throughout the

world. From a functional point of view, the services for the
journal literature of science
into the following five majol
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Current awareness
Selective dissemination
Retrospective search

Document fulilllment
Acquisitions planning.

and technology can be classified
groups:

of information (SD])

For broad current awareness, the Curretlt Contents@ (CC03)
—
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services provide week] y contents-page coverage of six different
disciplintiry areas: life sciences; agriculture, biology, and envi-
ronmental sciences; social and behavioral sciences; engineering,

technology. and applied sciences; physical and chemical sci-
ences: and clinical practice [1 ] ,

.4SCA@ and ASCATOP/CS@ arc the Institute’s SD] services.
Both provide subscribers with weekly computer reports listing
recent articles relevant to their specific interests. The differ-
ence between the two services is that ASC’A uses custom, one-
of-a-kind profiles to represent subscribers’ interests while
ASCA TOPICS uses standard profiles [2] .

For literature searches that must cover a number of years
(retrospective search), the major tools 1S1 offers are the Sci-

ctzcc Citariot7 /tdex@ (SCl@) for the natural and physical sci-
TM (SSCITM ) for theences and Social Scictlccs Citatiotl Itdcx

social and behavioral sciences [3] . These large indexes are
supplemented by the smaller, more specialized lnde-x to Scierr-

tijic R cviews ‘M (ISR ‘M ) which provides coverage limited to
review articles.

To help subscribers obtain hard copies of the articles they
need when they cannot get them through traditional channels,
a tearsheet service, Original A rticlc Tearsheet Service– OA TS@,

supplies items published in journals covered by 1S1. This oper-
ation casts the company in the rule of being a librarian’s li-
brary and one of the major sources of journal material in the
United States. Complementing this basic document fulfillment
service is an annual directory, Who is Publishing itt Science,
which provides the names and addresses of scientists who have
published during the past calendar year. Many researchers
and librarians, particularly those in developing countries, have
used this directory to facilitate reprint requests and other
correspondence.

In the acquisitions planning area, the Journal Citation Re-
ports@ (JCR ‘M ) gives librarians and others concerned with
managing journal collections a source of objective data con-
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cerning the utility of specific journals. Decisions related to
which journal subscriptions should be added or deleted or how

far back certain journals should be kept can now be based, at
least in part. on the information provided in JCR [4] .

PROI)UCTION FLOW

While 1S1’s use of citation indexing eliminates the expensive
intellectual effort associated with traditional subject-term in-
dexing, producing a data base that grows by nearly a million
items a year is a massive materials handling and information

processing job. It would not be possible to diagram here all
the steps involved, but Fig. 1 provides a good representation of
what is required to build the 1S[ data base and extract various
services.

The job begins with the receipt and logging in of the individ-
ual issues of journals that are covered. Immediately after the

journal issues are entered into the system, their tables of con-
tents are removed and either used as is or recomposed for use
in Current C{jntenrs. The data for the various CC indexes are
supplied later.

Next, the journals are sent to the editing department. There,
every item must be examined to determine whether it should
be covered, and everything other than minor news notices and
advertisements must be marked in some way to simplify enter-

ing the information into the computer and standardizing what
goes in. This process involves coding each item to show what
it is; identifying the first and last pages and the references of
each item; noting journals whose reference formats differ from
article to article; coding titles that must be translated into
English; and editing titles, authors’ names, organization names
and addresses. and some references.

Titles must be marked and edited to show where they begin

and end, eliminate unnecessary words, add pertinent footnote
annotations, and standardize punctuation, numerical expres-
sions, and proper names. Scientific notation must be edited
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to meet rules of standardization and computer processing
requirements.

Authors’ names and addresses must be underlined, and each
name must be coded to distinguish between primary and sec-
ondary authors. Authors’ names must be standardized too;
this includes non-English names for which the rules of stan-
dardization are quite involved. The organizational names in
authors’ addresses also must be standardized [5] .

References interspersed throughout the text or split between
the text and footnotes, and footnotes that contain multiple
references, are the toughest part of the editing job. Most often
found in social science journals, these types of references
require extensive editing notation to identify, integrate, and
complete, and may require the help of a professional translator
if they involve non-English citations.

Editing time per journal varies from half an hour to three

days. Journals dealing with the social sciences are generally
the most time consuming because their bibliographic standards
tend to be archaic and their references are frequently complex,
often citing exotic types of non-journal material, such as rare
documents, legislation, and laws. It is not unusual to find ref-
erences scattered throughout the text of a social science jour-
nal, which means the editor must scan the entire article. Foot-

notes containing multiple references are common, and the

format of references, regardless of where they are found, is
eclectic enough to make reformatting the rule rather than the
exception. The impact of these problems on productivity is
great enough to justify a continuing and sizeable journal-liaison
effort aimed at educating editors about the reader and eco-
nomic advantages to be gained from adopting simpler, more
standardized format rules [6] .

The next production step is putting the edited material into
the computer. This job is done by 60 data-entry operators
working two shifts. five days a week. on keyboard display ter-
minals on-line (connected directly) to a central magnetic disk
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Fig. 1. Schematic of ISI@ journal data flow.

memory. The journals move through this process in batches
for which recording formats have been specified, and to which
job control numbers have been assigned. As part of the job

control procedure, individual journals are logged into the sys-
tem, at the time they are assigned to a batch, by name, volume,
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issue, month, year, accession date, and number, and with a
status-and-date statement. After that, the status-and-date state-
ment in the system log is updated every time the journal moves

from one operation to another.
Once a journal has been assigned and logged, it goes to a data-

entry operator, who verifies and updates the log to let the
system know what journal is being worked on and where it is.
The operator then works through the journal article by article,
keying the pertinent information from each into the system in

a three-part sequence.
First comes the basic information that identifies the article:

its type, title, page numbers, and primary author. The middle
part of the data-entry sequence involves additional author in-
formation: the address of the primary author and the names
and addresses of any secondary authors. The last part of the
sequence deals with the references made in the article.

When all the information about all the articles in the journal
has been entered into the system, the operator lets the system
know the journal is finished by updating its log. Another
operator then goes through the entire data-entry sequence
again, character by character, to verify the work of the first

operator. After data verification, the journals are filed by
their 1S1 accession numbers and can now be used to provide

tearsheets of individual articles.
Periodically, the verified records created for batches of

journals are automatically transferred, under the control of
someone working at a supervisory terminal, from the mag-
netic disk to a magnetic tape. As the records are transferred,

they also are reformatted for computer processing.

The data-entry workload can be defined by a variety of num-
bers, all of them large. Approximately 2,000 source articles,
involving some 22,000 references are processed each day.
With the record length per source article averaging 1100 char-

acters, the total number of characters entered each day is
approximately one million. (If the verification operation is
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included, the total number of keystrokes per day is of the

order of two million.)
At this point in the production cycle, the computer takes

over. Despite the pains taken in the editing operation to iden-
tify, clarify, and standardize everything, and the character-by-
character verification performed in data entry to assure keying
accuracy, the first thing the c{mputcr must do to the tapes is

edit them to make sure that all the records are complete and
properly formalted. Some t)r~c percent are not and must be
recycled thtough editing and data entry.

Besides checking the content and format of the individual
records, which are organized by journal, the computer also
checks the journals against a year-to-date file of the journal
issues that have already been processed, Duplicates are recy-
cled back through the journal-control people to work out the
problems. Those that are not duplicates are copied onto the
year-to-date file.

The tapes from data entry are edited this way on a daily
bmis and accumulated into a weekly data base, which is edited
again to verify the daily checks of content and format. The
edited weekly data base is then coded to show what journal
records go into what service.

The records on the coded weekly data base are then sorted
into two major data categories. The first is source data that

include bibliographic descriptions (including titles) of the
newly published source articles and names and addresses of the
organizations with which the authors are affiliated, The sec-
ond category is citation data, which are the brief bibliographic
descriptions of the items referenced (including patents) in the
source articles. These sorted records, except for the patent

data, correspond to major sections in SC/ and SSC/; the patent

data are included only in SC/.
At this point, the data which make up the Au/h~wlrrdex and

Address Directory and Weckl?’ Subject Index sections of the
Current Confenrs publications are extracted onto tapes. This
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is done by a routine that organizes the material into pages and

specifies formats and type fonts. The tapes are used to drive
an automatic photocomposition machine, which turns out
reproduction-quality page proofs from which offset negatives
and plates can be made for printing. These index and direc-
tory pages will join, in the appropriate CC edition, their coun-
terpart table-of-contents pages which were processed earlier in
the week.

Another edit of the source data file is then done to further
assure the accuracy of the title information. This is done by
checking every key word in every title on the file against a
key-word dictionary, Words not found in the dictionary are
passed on to editot-s who determine whether they are mis-

spellings of valid words or arc words not yet included in the
dictionary. Misspelled words are corrected; new ones that
are judged to be important are validated and added to the
dictionary.

After the weekly title edit. ASCA and AS(2-4TOPICS sub-
scriber profiles, which are stored on [ape, are matched against
the source and citation data elements. Whenever a match

occurs, the full bibliographic description of the journal item
which contained the data elemenl is recorded on another tape.
After all the profiles have passed against the source and cita-

tion data, the culled items are re-sorted by subscriber number
and printed as the weekly reports which are quickly mailed to
users.

The rest of the computer processing is done on quarterly,
trimonthly, semiannua], and annual cycles. The quarterly cycle
is concerned with preparing a three-month cumulation of
items covered by the Science Cifafim index. Here again, a

computer routine reformats the material and produces tapes
for photocomposition. In the last quarter of the year, the
material for that quarter is consolidated with what had been
published in the preceding three quarters to produce a cumu-
lative annual index.
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This same basic procedure is used to prepare the Social Sci-

ences Citation /ndex on a four-month cycle. The Index (O

Scientific Reviews is produced on a semiannual cycle. On an
annual basis, other computer routines create the tapes which
prod uce Who is Publishing in Science and Journal Citation
Rrports.

In the preparation of the pl-inted indexes there are a number
of additional checks for accuracy conducted in the final stages
of production. The first is a detailed check of the first statisti-
cally significant batch of pages produced by the photocom-

poser. The accuracy of the weekly data bases and the effec-
tiveness of the computer routine that merges them are checked
by matching a random sample of articles that should be cov-
ered in the initial pages against the page proofs. The effective-
ness of other key computer programs is also checked in this
initial sample by looking for discrepancies and omissions in
names, cross references, and formats. If everything is correct,
the rest of the pages are produced. These too are checked, but
for such things as print quality, the number of columns per
page, and the sequence of columns–all things that can go
wrong in the photocomposition stage of production. Only
then is the job released to the printer. The printer’s work, too,
is spot-checked for all the things that can go wrong in the
printing process.

THF.PROMIS~.OF TECHNOLOGY

Exploiting the potential of computer technology to achieve

improved cost effectiveness in creating the 1S1 data base is a
matter of continually searching for production efficiencies
among the technological advances. Some of the efficiencies
are built into the lower cost per unit of processing offered by
succeeding generations of equipment and can be realized merely

by upgrading the equipment periodically. Other, more signifi-

cant efficiencies call for the ability to innovate from the im-
proved functional base provided by the new equipment. The
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impact that key-to-disk data entry equipment has had on pro-

duction is a case in point.
For a data entry operation as big as the one involved in the

1S1 data base, key-to-disk systems are more efficient than the
older keypunch. Job control procedures are easier to imple-
ment; keying is done at electronic, rather than mechanical,
speeds; and a lot of punched card handling is eliminated. In
addition, each terminal operator has access to a central, disk
memory, around which 1S1 has built a production innovation
that increases efficiency far beyond the level made possible by

the superior speed of key-to-disk systems.

The innovation consists of using the shared-disk memory to
store an historical file of reference citations. The increase in
efficiency comes from reducing the amount of keying neces-
sary to enter and verify reference citations. Instead of keying
the full citation, the operator keys in a 14-character code
abstracted from the full citation. Each of the citations on the
historical file has attached to it the same sort of coded identi-
fier. If the code the operator enters matches one in the file,
the full citation is brought up in the terminal display, where
it is verified visually and entered on the disk with a single
keystroke.

Every time an operator matches a reference citation against
one in the historical file, the number of keystrokes required to
enter the citation is reduced from an average of 70 to 14. And
the keystrokes normally required for verification are eliminated

completely.
The match-rate achieved depends on the number of citations

in the historical file, which is limited by the size of the central
disk memory available with the system. Initially, the file con-
tained enough citations to produce a match-rate of 75 percent
on the references that cited journal material. Some changes in
the design of the file increased the utilization efficiency of the
central memory enough to push the match-rate to 85 percent.
Whether this rate can be raised still higher is uncertain, depend-
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ing upon available memory capacity and how efficiently it is

used.

The role of technology in the production of a data base goes
beyond cost cutting into quality improvement. In some cases,

the two can be combined. More often than not, however,
quality improvements don’t go hand in hand with cost reduc-
tions; they must be important enough to justify an increase in
production cost. A computer-based system that automatically
monitors the arrival of journals and tracks them through pro-
cessing according to a planned schedule, for example, is more
expensive than doing the same thing manually. But it does a
better job, which produces the important qualitative benefit
of increasing the timeliness and comprehensiveness of the data

base.
Looking ahead, 1S1plans to improve and expand its informa-

tion services in the sciences and social sciences. Additionally,
it has announced plans to offer a line of information services
for the literature of the arts and humanities. To a large extent,
the degree to which these plans are fulfilled depends on 1S1’s
success in applying modern technology to building and exploit-
ing its data base.
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